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Learning multiplication is Fun with Kids Math Feud KMF
Published on 02/05/13
Stockholm Applications AB has announced Kids Math Feud KMF for iOS devices. Developed to
provide young children with a digital multiplication table learning solution, this app is
as fun to use as it is informative. Beautifully designed, Kids Math Feud KMF features an
entertaining approach with the vibrant graphics to teach users basic math skill as
multiplication. All game modes cover fundamental concepts of multiplication, and each mode
offers various settings and more.
Stockholm, Sweden - Stockholm Applications AB, an emerging developer focused on creating
learning apps for mobile platforms, is excited today to announce Kids Math Feud KMF for
the iPhone, iPod and iPad devices running on iOS 4.3 or later. Developed to provide young
children with a digital multiplication table learning solution this app is as fun to use
as it is informative, app combines entertaining approach with the vibrant graphics to
teach users one of the basic math skill as multiplication. Kids Math Feud KMF is currently
available for download worldwide exclusively through the iTunes App Store in the Games
category for free.
Beautifully designed, this game features vibrantly colorful graphics, app features three
main modes: Practice, Break Record and Start a Feud that could be unlock via in-app
purchase. Each game mode offers various settings and various multiplication table
settings: in Practice mode users can choose the most convenient number method among
Random, Falling or Rising one. Break the record offers three difficulty modes: Easy,
Medium and Hard. All game modes cover fundamental concepts of multiplication to an extent
that not intimidating to young children. Boasting an addictively entertaining math-based
game Kids Math Feud KMF improves kids' knowledge in multiplication that is one of the
fundamental mathematical concept.
Created to provide an entertaining and dynamic learning environment, Kids Math Feud KMF
includes all features to make learning process more visually attractive, as well as
features that ensure its usability. The app includes clear written Rules to ensure all
game modes are clear and easy to understand. Everything about Kids Math Feud KMF is
couture- users can save their best records and high scores within the app while full Game
Center integration make socially competitive action available too. Developed to make
learning multiplication a fun and enlightening experience, Kids Math Feud KMF is the
perfect way for parents to introduce their children to multiplication concepts in a manner
that will captivate them and encourage them to learn.
Language Support:
* English, Arabic, Danish, Finnish, French, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Russian and Swedish
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS, 4, 4S, iPhone 5, iPod touch (3/4/5 Gen) and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 12.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Kids Math Feud KMF 1.2.1 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Games category.
Stockholm Applications:
http://www.facebook.com/StockholmAppLab
Kids Math Feud KMF 1.2.1:
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https://itunes.apple.com/app/kids-math-feud-kmf/id583320137
Screenshot:
http://a634.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/061/Purple/v4/ef/0e/a8/ef0ea8fdc013-0b71-13a6-d54817c5b817/mzl.nultsstz.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/104/Purple/v4/0b/ae/9d/0bae9d1e-60b6-8a2f-6b8ceb562036bd77/mzl.vqgsdhoa.175x175-75.jpg

Stockholm Applications AB is an innovative new mobile applications developer committed to
designing mobile experiences geared to help tech engaged youngsters get a head start on
advancing valuable life skills. The organization continues to create solutions that are
built to reap the benefits of the massive appeal of new media, the rapid evolution of
mobile devices, and the growing demand for digital information and services. (C) Stockholm
Applications AB 2013. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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